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None So Blind 
Absent love, only hate 

S 
ensory overload.  It will no 

doubt take a lifetime to distill—

and only God knows the short 

or long of it—

the moments of these 

days now past. All too 

quickly, the days have 

met their nights, and 

what little sleep pre-

vailed has felt but little 

more than wasted time, 

now forgone, forever 

lost; the waking hours 

filled with sights and 

sounds, new and old, 

strange and yet strange-

ly all too familiar.  

There will be no rhyme nor reason, 

no ordered place for thoughts and mem-

ories to coalesce; just a stream of discon-

nected meanderings, somehow, some-

where, somewhen related, like dots 

stabbed madly upon an ancient map 

now soiled and faded beyond repair.  

A room away from liberty, the voice 

of W. E. B. Dubois “Either America will 

destroy ignorance or ignorance will de-

stroy the United States.” Just mere steps 

away from that irreparable bell that once 

tolled its solitary song of freedom. Relat-

ed? Few will see the threaded artistry 

woven in the tapestry; 

many will take note of 

little but the tattered 

edges, and the rest will 

find little note worth 

bothering the petticoats 

of their petty lives. 

Of the latter, history 

will fail to mention, for 

their complaint plows 

no fertile soil, they sow 

but noxious weed. They 

are the angry wind that 

blows no good, all 

“sound and fury signifying nothing.” 

Like a mother tending her fevered child, 

one cares to soothe the savaged soul, 

mend the wounds of unjust injury, con-

sole the heart so sorely aching; and yet, 

no good may ever come of it.    
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2 
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U 
niversal man is fast becom-

ing captive to dark matter. 

Absent Love, hate broods 

and festers: cancer feeds upon unwill-

ing victims to satisfy insatiable appe-

tites. Like the Ouroboros, the snake 

feeding upon itself, unreason breeds 

contempt; contempt: anger; anger: 

madness; madness: hatred; hatred: 

unreason. And the circle remains un-

broken; love will have no part of it.  

If there is one virtue conspicuously 

absent in this world today it is love 

while sadly what appears to be in pro-

miscuous overabundance is its ab-

sence. Reasoned discourse, good man-

ners, consideration for the views of 

others, moderation, a willingness to 

compromise, respect, a genuine fond-

ness or love for neighbors are virtues 

no longer held in high regard, espe-

cially on the public square.  

There is little if any consideration 

to dialogue for dialogue requires an 

honest attempt to stand on common 

ground as equals, to depolarize the 

intransigent, and to accept the unac-

ceptable. It necessarily requires recog-

nizing that every issue ought not to be 

a question of an irresistible force meet-

ing an immovable object.  

Language has devolved to the in-

comprehensible, the meaningless; in-

fantile goos and gahs laced with pro-

fane vulgarities, well-overused, scrib-

ble-scribed in crayon outside the lines 

of human decency and respect. Mean-

ing is but a wayward thought, a pass-

ing fancy; different now than just be-

fore. Words are personal and circum-

stantial. Nothing lasts forever and for-

ever is much too long a time for any-

one to subscribe. Blink and “yes” 

turned upside down and backwards is 

nonsense and “no” is but an insult to 

the exquisitely manicured nonexistent 

toenail of the dodo. In short,—for 

brevity being much too much for any-

one with half a mind to consider much 

at all—the more cogent comments are 

sprayed on subway walls and tene-

ment halls.  

Here we come in contact with the 

really critical issue of the modern 

age. The concept of truth has been 

virtually given up and replaced by 

the concept of progress. [emphasis 

added] Progress itself “is” the truth. 

But through this seeming exalta-

tion, progress loses its direction and 

becomes nullified. For if no direc-

tion exists, everything can just as 

well be regress as progress. 

Einstein’s relativity theory properly 

concerns the physical cosmos. But it 

seems to me to describe exactly the 

situation of the intellectual and 

spiritual world of our time. Relativ-

ity theory states that there are no 

fixed systems of reference in the 

universe. When we declare a sys-

tem to be a reference point from 

which we try to measure the whole, 

it is we who do the determining. 

Only in such a way can we attain 

any results at all. But the determi-

nation could always have been 

done differently. 

What we said about the physical 

cosmos is reflected in the second 

“Copernican revolution” regarding 

our basic relationship with reality. 

The truth as such, the absolute, the 

very reference point of thinking, is 

no longer visible. For this reason, 

precisely in the spiritual sense, 

there is no longer “up or down”. 

There are no directions in a world 

without fixed measuring points. 

What we view to be direction is 

based, not on a standard that is true 

in itself, but on our decision and 

finally, on considerations of expedi-

ency. In such a “relativistic” con-

text, so-called ideological or conse-

quentialist ethics ultimately be-

comes nihilistic, even if it fails to see 

this. And what is called conscience 

in such a world view is, on deeper 

reflection, but a euphemistic way of 

saying that there is no such thing as 

an actual conscience, conscience 

understood as a “co-knowing” with 

the truth. Each person determines 

his own standards. And, needless to 

say, in general relativity, no one can 

be of much help to the other, much 

less prescribe behavior to him.  

At this point, the whole radicality of 

today’s dispute over ethics and 

conscience, its center, becomes 

plain. … There is, on the one hand, 

the position of confidence in man’s 

capacity for truth. On the other, 

there is a world view in which man 

alone sets the standards for himself. 

… with the Christian Logos we are 

dealing with liberation through 

truth and to truth. 

Giving up the idea of man’s capac-

ity for truth leads first to pure for-

malism in the use of words and 

concepts. Again, the loss of con-

tent, then and now, leads to a pure 

formalism of judgment. In many 

places today, for example, no one 

bothers any longer to ask what a 

person thinks. The verdict on 

someone’s thinking is ready at 

hand as long as you can assign it to 

its corresponding, formal category: 

conservative, reactionary, funda-

mentalist, progressive, revolution-

ary. Assignment to a formal 

scheme suffices to render unneces-

sary coming to terms with the con-

tent. [emphasis added] 

We have now arrived at the heart of 

the matter. Where contents no long-

er count, where pure praxeology 

takes over, technique becomes the 

highest criterion. This means, 

though, that power becomes the 

preeminent category, whether revo-

lutionary or reactionary.  This is  

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3  
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precisely the distorted form of be-

ing-like-God of which the account 

of the Fall speaks. The way of mere 

technical skill the way of sheer 

power, is imitation of an idol and 

not expression of one’s being made 

in the image and likeness of God. 

What characterizes man as man is 

that he asks, not about the “can”, 

but about the “should” and that he 

opens himself up to the voice and 

demands of truth. 

It seems to me that was the final 

meaning of the Socratic search, and 

it is the most profound element in 

the witness of the martyrs. They 

attest to the fact that man’s capacity 

for truth is a limit on all power and 

a guarantee of man’s likeness to 

God. It is precisely in this way that 

the martyrs  are the great witnesses 

of conscience, of that capability 

given to man to perceive the 

“should” beyond the “can” and 

thereby render possible real pro-

gress, real ascent.1 

L 
anguage has become weapon-

ized, turned into Weapons of 

Mass Obfuscation. There is a 

tale, an ancient tale, first told at the 

dawn of time and retold over the mil-

lennia which only goes to speak to the 

truth of this.  

There once was a city that lay nes-

tled upon the floor of a broad ver-

dant valley. The first men to come 

upon the valley were so taken by its 

beauty that they named the place 

Bab-ili, which meant “gate of the 

gods” for they thought such beauty 

must surely be a worthy entrance to 

the home of the divine.  

Alas, over time those who lived in 

Bab-ili lost sight of the beauty that 

surrounded them; a beauty which 

they had neither created nor had 

the power to create. Yet in their 

arrogance and pride they convinced 

themselves that they were gods 

whose rightful place was in the 

heavens above the sky. And so they 

conceived a stairway that would 

extend beyond the clouds, a far 

more perfect entrance to their right-

ful home among the stars.  

They believed solely in their ability 

to accomplish anything they de-

sired and denied existence to any 

power greater than their own. They 

laughed at the very possibility of 

retribution from the divine for were 

they not gods themselves and none 

greater or more powerful than 

they? If indeed greater gods did 

exist then why would those gods 

not display their greater power and 

rain destruction down upon such 

weak pretenders? They laughed 

and jeered and scoffed at the pre-

posterous notion that in truth they 

were not gods at all. They refused 

to admit that they were but mortal 

creatures whose very lives as those 

of any other creature were beyond 

their poor powers to conceive let 

alone create. 

Then one day, a day like all the 

days that had come before, the gods 

of Bab-ili awoke and discovered 

they could no longer understand 

one another; not one word from 

their neighbor or from anyone else 

for the matter. Imagine the frustra-

tion, the consternation, the irksome 

irritation that ensued when all those 

almighty self-important gods could 

no longer command, demand, or 

pontificate. Imagine the moment 

when familiar words were now so 

strangely unfamiliar, when yes was 

heard as no to one and maybe to 

some and phooey to others, when up 

sounded a lot like down, in meant 

out, over was under, good was bad, 

hello was spoken but goodbye was 

heard. Imagine the bitterness, the 

anger, the hatred that resulted from 

the complete inability to communi-

cate in any way with one another.  

It was a tragedy, a disaster, a chaot-

ic mess of epic proportions. Alone 

with thoughts and words only each 

could comprehend, the inhabitants 

of Bab-ili could no longer stand to 

live together and so they quickly 

dispersed to the far corners of the 

world, no longer pretending or be-

lieving themselves gods.2  

N 
o one listens to the dead for 

what would it be to their 

benefit? And yet, it would 

behoove a moment’s pause to consider 

what that English gentleman, Edmund 

Burke, now well and truly dead, when 

very much alive had then advised: 

“Those who don't know history are 

destined to repeat it.” Following 

Burke’s line of thought, George Santa-

yana, Spanish-born philosopher, es-

sayist, poet, and novelist would later 

write “Those who cannot remember 

the past are condemned to repeat it”3 

which is often restated as “Those who 

do not learn from history are doomed 

to repeat it.” No matter how one for-

malizes it, the essence is the same.   

The absolute necessity for a clear 

and unadulterated record of the past, 

of history is clear and unequivocal. 

Whenever history is destroyed, dis-

torted, rewritten to mollify sensitivi-

ties, or cleansed of realities that may 

offend an individual or a group, no 

amount of learning will forestall the 

inevitable repetition of it. Which begs 

the question: which is worse, failing to 

learn from history or learning from a 

history that never was?  

There is a current flowing through 

our national metaphysic that seeks to 

alter the course of history and erode 

the bedrock upon which we have so 

long relied. Should we lose sight of the 

past, should we choose to “see indis-

tinctly, as in a mirror” or to “know 

partially” then we surely will bear     

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4  
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witness to the vicissitudes of historical 

repetition. 

C 
.S. Lewis once wrote, 

“Progress means movement 

in a desired direction, and we 

do not all desire the same things for 

our species.” Using then current crimi-

nal justice theory to illustrate the 

steady progressive encroachment of 

government he noted:  

On the humanitarian view all crime 

is pathological; it demands not re-

tributive punishment but cure. This 

separates the criminal’s treatment 

from the concepts of justice and 

desert; a ‘just cure’ is meaningless… 

Thus the criminal ceases to be a 

person, a subject of rights and du-

ties, and becomes merely an object 

on which society can work… 

If society can mend, remake, and 

unmake men at its pleasure, its 

pleasure may, of course, be humane 

or homicidal. The difference is im-

portant. But, either way, rulers have 

become owners. Observe how the 

‘humane’ attitude to crime could 

operate. If crimes are diseases, why 

should diseases be treated different-

ly from crimes? And who but the 

experts can define disease? One 

school of psychology regards my 

religion as a neurosis. If this neuro-

sis ever becomes inconvenient to 

Government, what is to prevent my 

being subjected to a compulsory 

‘cure’? It may be painful; treatments 

sometimes are. But it will be no use 

asking, ‘What have I done to de-

serve this?’ The Straightener will 

reply: ‘But, my dear fellow, no one’s 

blaming you. We no longer believe 

in retributive justice. We’re healing 

you.’… 

As a result, classical political theo-

ry, with its Stoical, Christian, and 

juristic key-conceptions (natural 

law, the value of the individual, the 

rights of man), has died. The mod-

ern State exists not to protect our 

rights but to do us good or make us 

good – anyway, to do something to 

us or make us something.4 

The worse of it is the tearing 

down, destroying the past so as not to 

offend the present. Yet, words in chalk 

on sidewalks will dare offend tender 

mercies. Memories and photographs 

prove testimony to what would sooner 

be forgotten, ignored or turned a tale 

to alter facts no longer considered rele-

vant or more likely, simply inconven-

ient.  

Where were you that day, that 

time, September 11, 2001? Do you re-

member?  

The phone ringing beside the bed 

woke me up. Not yet aware of when or 

where, I heard her voice say, “Are you 

watching this? We are being attacked!” 

“What? Huh? What are you talking 

about?” Her voice screamed into my 

ear “Turn on the TV!! We are under 

attack!” Days passed without ending, 

without pause, glued to the screen, the 

whole world watching, hoping, want-

ing for it not to be true. Nightmarish 

images of bodies falling from the sky 

in desperate despair. There was noth-

ing, nothing, nothing … but pain and 

horror and anguish and anger. 

A 
nd yet, it was Ground Zero 

which stabbed the heart so 

merciless, the cold cruel 

rage of man for man, man’s apostacy 

for by happenstance being born hu-

man.  

Some may suggest no connection 

between one extreme to another, but a 

circle has no end; round and round it 

goes forever. It is a matter of degrees: 

zero eventually comes round upon 

itself.  

T 
here is a room below where 

once two towers stood tall and 

proud—some called them ar-

rogant—against the skyline of Man-

hattan. No photography allowed. Up-

on its stark and barren walls now 

press row on row of frozen faces; for-

ever lost, impossible to forget, when 

stone and steel and glass and love fell 

from the sky. From Virgil we remind 

ourselves: “No day shall erase you 

from the memory of time.”  

No where or when or since have I 

stood before so many souls I never 

knew and mourned the loss of each 

and every one. Beyond the inestimable 

human cost, each was a child of God, 

loved by their Creator and those left to 

wonder “Why?” Each image pressed 

upon my soul, so hard and heavy I 

found it difficult to breathe. I hurried 

to escape the desperate despair well-

ing up inside.  

Why? Why is there so much dis-

satisfaction, so much unhappiness, so 

much jealousy and hate? Why are so 

many set on change merely for the 

sake of change? Why is what is, and 

always has been, never good enough, 

never well enough to leave alone? 

Why? Why? Why? But wait … there is 

more, much more to ask. 

When did I lose my identity, my 

individuality, my self, my uniqueness? 

When did I become we, a cog in a ma-

chine, an indistinguishable part of a 

group of exchangeable replaceable 

parts? When did equal opportunity be-

come the necessity to be equal? When 

did free come to mean without cost or 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5 
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obligation? When did “We the People” 

become subservient to the “Almighty 

Godless State”? When did those who, 

by experience and first-hand 

knowledge, lose the upper hand to 

those who have neither the knowledge 

nor the experience? 

A 
mong the many observa-

tions on his journey 

throughout America, Alexis 

de Tocqueville observed: “A man' s 

admiration for absolute government is 

proportionate to the contempt he feels 

for those around him.” This has a con-

temporary feel given the contemptu-

ous attitudes of the disparate groups 

that now endeavor to divide us. The 

enthusiasm for socialism is reflective 

of the contempt expressed by so many 

for historical fact; and their adamant 

refusal to understand why such ideo-

logical cults never achieve what they 

conceive nor deliver what they prom-

ise. 

The same holds true for religion, 

for the Church, once the staunch de-

fender of the Faith, as was taught by 

Christ and passed down through the 

Apostles. In the monastic rule of Saint 

Basil we read, “The love of God is not 

founded on a discipline imposed on us 

from outside but is constitutively es-

tablished in us as the capacity and ne-

cessity of our rational nature. … We 

have received interiorly beforehand 

the capacity and disposition for ob-

serving all divine commandments. … 

These are not something imposed from 

without”5 God created us and instilled 

within us the ability to reason, to intui-

tively know the difference between 

right and wrong, that is, a conscience. 

As Saint Augustine so clearly states, 

“We could never judge that one thing 

is better than another if a basic under-

standing of the good had not already 

been instilled in us.”6  

Archbishop Charles J. Chaput, at 

the beginning of his homily for the 

Thirtieth Sunday in Ordinary Time, 

called attention to the first prayer at 

the opening of Mass: “Almighty and 

ever-living God, increase our faith, 

hope, and charity, and, make us love 

what you command.” As he then not-

ed, “We did not pray that God would 

make us do what he commands, alt-

hough I’m sure that’s what the Lord 

wants us to do. We asked him to make 

us love what he commands. And the 

reason for that is that we won’t do 

what he commands for very long if we 

don’t love it.”  

He went on to explain perhaps 

“that is why the Church hasn’t been 

very successful in passing on the faith 

to the next generation of Catholics. 

Because we taught them the rules, 

what we are supposed to do, but we 

haven’t always taught them to love 

what the Lord commands, to under-

stand it and see why it is good, why it 

is better for the world if we live this 

life, why it is better for us that if we 

actually understand it and love it then 

it easier for us to do it and to pass on 

our faith to the next generation.” 

H 
ere I must briefly return to 

Pope Emeritus Benedict 

XVI, who spoke along simi-

lar lines.  

The almost traumatic aversion 

many have to what they hold to be 

“preconciliar” Catholicism is root-

ed, I am convinced, in the encoun-

ter with such a faith, seen only as an 

encumbrance. 

The erroneous conscience, by shel-

tering the person from the exacting 

demands of truth, saves him—thus 

went the argument. Conscience 

does not appear here as a window 

through which one can see outward 

to that common truth which founds 

and sustains us all and so makes 

possible through the common 

recognition of truth the community 

of wants and responsibilities. Con-

science here does not mean man’s 

openness to the ground of his be-

ing, the power of perception for 

what is highest and most essential. 

Rather, it appears as subjectivity’s 

protective shell, into which man can 

escape and there hide from reality. 

Liberalism’s idea of conscience was, 

in fact presupposed here: con-

science does not open the way to 

the redemptive road to truth—

which either does not exist or, if it 

does, is too demanding. It is the 

faculty that dispenses with truth. It 

thereby becomes the justification for 

subjectivity, which would not like 

to have itself called into question. 

Similarly, it becomes the justifica-

tion for social conformity. As the 

mediating value between the differ-

ent subjectivities, social conformity 

is intended to make living together 

possible. The obligation to seek the 

truth terminates, as do any doubts 

about the general inclination of 

society and what it has become ac-

customed to. Being convinced of 

oneself, as well as conforming to 

others, is sufficient. Man is reduced 

to his superficial conviction, and the 

less depth he has, the better for 

him.7 

The world, religious and non-

religious, has become subjugated to 

overwhelming forces who find history 

and tradition encumbrances to their 

progressive ideologies, to their hatred 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6 
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for truth, morality and love of God.  

A 
gain, it would be wise to 

recall Alexis de Tocque-

ville’s advice and observa-

tions concerning the essential relation-

ship between the state and religion in 

America.  

In America religion is the road to 

knowledge, and the observance of 

the divine laws leads man to civil 

freedom. … Liberty cannot be es-

tablished without morality, nor 

morality without faith. … There is 

no country in the world in which 

everything can be provided for by 

laws, or in which political institu-

tions can prove a substitute for 

common sense and public morality. 

… A decline of public morals in the 

United States will probably be 

marked by the abuse of the power 

of impeachment as a means of 

crushing political adversaries or 

ejecting them from office.  

The signature for the progressive 

is strident opposition to individual 

thought and individual rights; it is all 

about what the category or group 

thinks. What the individual believes or 

thinks is unimportant, dangerous, trai-

torous, seditious and anti-social and 

thus must be suppressed at all costs. 

Ethics, morality and truth are subjec-

tive; determined by the elites of the 

group or category.   

This is not what the founding fa-

thers envisioned or inscribed in the 

Constitution; most importantly, it is 

not what God instilled on the human 

heart.  

What the Framers envisioned was a 

self-governing republic. Citizens 

would no longer be ruled. Under 

laws made by their elected repre-

sentatives, they would be free to 

work out their own happiness in 

their own way, in their families and 

local communities. But since those 

elected representatives are born 

with the same selfish impulses as 

everyone else—the same all-too-

human nature that makes govern-

ment necessary in the first place—

the Framers took care to limit their 

powers and to hedge them with 

checks and balances, to prevent the 

servants of the sovereign people 

from becoming their masters. The 

Framers strove to avoid at all costs 

what they call an “elective despot-

ism,” understanding that elections 

alone don’t ensure liberty. 

Did they achieve their goal perfect-

ly, even with the first ten amend-

ments that form the Bill of Rights? 

No—and they recognized that. It 

took the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, 

and Fifteenth Amendments—

following a fearsome war—to end 

the evil of slavery that marred the 

Framers’ creation, but that they 

couldn’t abolish summarily if they 

wanted to get the document adopt-

ed. Thereafter, it took the Nine-

teenth Amendment to give women 

the vote, a measure that followed 

inexorably from the principles of 

the American Revolution. 

During the ratification debates, one 

gloom critic prophesied that if citi-

zens ratified the Constitution, “the 

forms of republican government” 

would soon exist “in appearance 

only” in America, as had occurred 

in ancient Rome. American republi-

canism would indeed eventually 

decline, but the decline took a cen-

tury to begin and unfolded with 

much less malice than it did at the 

end of the Roman Republic. Nor 

was it due to some defect in the 

Constitution, but rather to repeated 

undermining by the Supreme 

Court, the president, and the Con-

gress. 

The result today is a crisis of legiti-

macy, fueling the anger with which 

Americans now glare at one anoth-

er. Half of us believe we live under 

the old Constitution, with its guar-

antee of liberty and its expectation 

of self-reliance. The other half be-

lieve in a “living constitution”—a 

regime that empowers the Supreme 

Court to sit as a permanent consti-

tutional convention, issuing decrees 

that keep our government evolving 

with modernity’s changing condi-

tions. The living constitution also 

permits countless supposedly ex-

pert administrative agencies, like 

the SEC and the EPA, to make rules 

like a legislature, administer them 

like an executive, and adjudicate 

and punish infractions of them like 

a judiciary.  

To the Old Constitutionalists, this 

government of decrees issued by 

bureaucrats and judges is not dem-

ocratic self-government but some-

thing more like tyranny—hard or 

soft, depending on whether or not 

you are caught in the unelected 

rulers’ clutches. To the Living Con-

stitutionalists, on the other hand, 

government by agency experts and 

Ivy League-trained judges—making 

rules for a progressive society (to 

use their language) and guided by 

enlightened principles of social jus-

tice that favor the “disadvantaged” 

and other victim groups—

constitutes real democracy. So to-

day we have the Freedom Party 

versus the Fairness Party, with une-

lected bureaucrats and judges say-

ing what fairness is.8 

A 
lthough not a constitutional 

republic—far from it—, the 

Catholic Church is in the 

midst of a similar crisis, a contest be-

tween traditional Catholic tautologies 

and liberal progressive ologies. The 

Synod of Bishops for the Pan-Amazon 

Region is the most recent example of 

the enormous divide  facing Catholics 

throughout the world. So heated have 

been the debates coming from both  

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7 
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sides, serious concerns of schism, as 

well as accusations of heresy and 

apostacy have been raised. There have 

been well-publicized instances of pa-

gan rituals and idolatry performed on 

Vatican grounds.  

L 
ike the two sides in the consti-

tutional debate, one group, 

led primarily by the German 

bishops has argued and continues to  

argue for a “living” church, a church 

adaptable to modern “truths” and sub-

jective moral and ecological concerns.  

Representative of the progressive 

argument rife at the synod, Bishop 

Erwin Kräutler, a key synod organizer 

said in an interview that the pagan 

“Pachamama” statues that were pre-

sent throughout the synod should be 

“integrated” into Catholic liturgy. The 

German Catholic newspaper Die 

Tagespost quoted him as saying that 

the Pachamama statues were a “form 

of expression of the indigenous peo-

ple,” which could be “integrated into 

our liturgy.” Speaking in Bregenz, 

Austria, he said, “there are people who 

think that Pachamama is a goddess.” 

He strongly condemned both the re-

moval of the statues from a Church in 

Rome and thrown into the Tiber River, 

calling it “a brutal attack on the indige-

nous peoples.” In his talk in Bregenz, 

he also once more advocated for the 

idea of ordaining “personae probatae,” 

e.g., not only morally proven married 

men, but also women. For him, this is 

a “question of gender equality.” With 

regard to the possibility of ordaining 

men and women also in Europe, he 

stated “there are many well-prepared 

pastoral assistants (male and female), 

who should receive the chance [to be 

ordained].” 

On the side of traditional Catholi-

cism, Cardinal Walter Brandmüller, a 

respected Church historian – praised 

the men who removed the controver-

sial pagan “Pachamama” statues from 

a church in Rome and threw them into 

the Tiber River. Three cardinals 

(Gerhard Müller, Walter Brandmüller, 

and Jorge Urosa Savino) and three 

bishops (Athanasius Schneider, José 

Luis Azcona Hermoso, and Marian 

Eleganti) have separately voiced oppo-

sition to paganism in Church ceremo-

nies in the Vatican surrounding the 

Amazon Synod, including the Oct. 4 

pagan ceremony in the Vatican Gar-

dens where people bowed down and 

worshiped the Pachamama idol as oth-

er top-ranking prelates looked on.  

I 
t has been an emotional week: 

climbing the 196 steps to the foot 

of the Statue of Liberty was a 

memory for a lifetime; the quiet 

grounds of Ellis Island was awe-

inspiring, walking the circle of names 

looking for ancestors, then finding 

them, was a thrill. I have already de-

scribed my experience at ground zero. 

Unforgettable. New York. Philadelph-

ia. Charleston. So many memories. I 

may never walk this way again, but I 

am thankful for the freedom to do so. 

God bless America. 
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